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Fear-related behaviors are prone to relapse following extinction. We tested in humans a compound extinction design

(“deepened extinction”) shown in animal studies to reduce post-extinction fear recovery. Adult subjects underwent fear

conditioning to a visual and an auditory conditioned stimulus (CSA and CSB, respectively) separately paired with an electric

shock. The target CS (CSA) was extinguished alone followed by compound presentations of the extinguished CSA and non-

extinguished CSB. Recovery of conditioned skin conductance responses to CSA was reduced 24 h after compound extinc-

tion, as compared with a group who received an equal number of extinction trials to the CSA alone.

The inability to control or regulate emotional expression in the
face of nonthreatening stimuli is a hallmark of many anxiety dis-
orders. A growing body of clinical translational research is begin-
ning to characterize abnormalities associated with the control of
fear expression in anxiety disorders by utilizing fear conditioning
and experimental extinction protocols (Milad and Quirk 2012;
Vervliet et al. 2013). Clinical translational research benefits from
decades of work in laboratory animals, which reveal the ways con-
ditioned fear returns following extinction training. As extinction
forms the basis for effective therapeutic interventions like expo-
sure therapy, techniques that enhance extinction have value for
improving the control of fear and arousal in clinical anxiety.
Importantly, studies in laboratory animals show how extinction
can be modulated through the use of innovative behavioral tech-
niques (Craske et al. 2014; Fitzgerald et al. 2014; Myskiw et al.
2014). Here, we translated to humans one such behavioral tech-
nique previously developed in animal models, known as deep-
ened extinction (Rescorla 2006).

Deepened extinction is an emerging procedure based on
maximizing surprise in order to promote the loss of associative
value of conditioned stimuli (CS) that no longer predict uncondi-
tioned stimuli (US). The technique involves an initial acquisition
phase in which multiple CSs (e.g., a tone and a light) are separately
paired with the same US (e.g., an electric shock), an isolated
extinction phase, and a compound CS extinction phase. The
compound CS can be either a combination of two previously ex-
tinguished CSs (Hendry 1982) or a compound of a previously ex-
tinguished CS (the target) with a nonextinguished one (Reberg
1972). In both versions, the compound CS presentation restores
conditioned responding following CS alone extinction trials, pro-
viding evidence that the compound presentation generates re-
newed expectation of the US. Both versions also diminished fear
recovery in laboratory animals, providing further evidence for
deepened extinction (Leung et al. 2012). In line with prediction
error models of associative learning (Rescorla and Wagner
1972), the unexpected absence of the US deepens the loss of asso-
ciative value for the extinguished CS below the level attained dur-
ing CS alone extinction trials.

Experiments in rats have demonstrated the effectiveness of
deepened extinction in reducing post-extinction fear recovery
(Rescorla 2006; Leung et al. 2012; McConnell et al. 2013), recovery
of lever press responding (Janak and Corbit 2011) and recovery of
cocaine seeking (Kearns et al. 2012; Kearns and Weiss 2012). There
are clinical examples of multiple cue exposure in humans as well;
for example, therapies that initially expose a patient with spider
phobia to different spiders in isolation, followed by multiple spi-
ders at the same time (for review, see Craske et al. 2014). Leung
et al. (2012), directly compared two forms of deepened extinction,
and found that the Reberg (1972) method of combining an extin-
guished CS with a nonextinguished CS resulted in stronger inhibi-
tion of the conditioned response than the Hendry (1982) method
of combining multiple extinguished CSs.

Although deepened extinction is well supported by associat-
ive learning models and laboratory research in rats, empirical re-
search on deepened extinction in humans is extremely limited.
Recently, Culver et al. (2014) provided evidence that the Hendry
(1982) method of extinguishing two CSs in isolation prior to com-
pound extinction diminished post-extinction recovery and rein-
statement following unsignaled presentations of an aversive
human scream (US). Here, we used intermodal cues (visual and au-
ditory) and a potentially stronger US (i.e., electrical shock) to ex-
plore the effect of compound extinction with an extinguished and
nonextinguished cue (Reberg 1972) on spontaneous recovery and
reinstatement in humans, which animal models demonstrate is a
more robust procedure to deepen extinction (Leung et al. 2012).

Ninety-six healthy adult volunteers provided written in-
formed consent in accordance with the New York University
Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects and were
compensated monetarily for their participation. For a variety of
reasons, measurable electrodermal responses cannot be obtained
from some individuals, i.e., nonresponders (Dawson et al. 2007).
Because our primary dependent measure was the skin conduc-
tance response (SCR), we conducted a preconditioning SCR test
to exclude individuals who exhibited a total lack of measurable
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electrodermal activity from participating any further in the study
(N ¼ 21). The SCR test involved a deep breath while the experi-
menter monitored psychophysiological recordings for a deflec-
tion in SCRs. An additional eight subjects were excluded from
analysis due to technical problems (N ¼ 3) or failure to follow in-
structions (N ¼ 5). Finally, as spontaneous recovery is predicated
on subjects having initially acquired and extinguished condi-
tioned fear prior to recovery test, and deepened extinction as-
sumes both successful extinction of a CS in isolation and
successful extinction of the compound CS, failure to exhibit suc-
cessful fear acquisition and extinction (in both extinction blocks)
were exclusionary criteria. This resulted in an additional 16 sub-
jects being removed from analysis for failure to exhibit either suc-
cessful acquisition (N ¼ 8) or extinction in either extinction block
(N ¼ 8) as defined below. The final sample included 51 subjects
(age range ¼ 18–36, mean age ¼ 22.88 yr, SD ¼ 3.86, 26 females).
Subjects were randomly assigned to either a Deepened Extinction
group (DE; N ¼ 25, 8 females) or to a Control Group that under-
went standard extinction procedures (CTL; N ¼ 26, 18 females).
Subjects wore headphones throughout the entire experiment on
both days (Sennheiser HD-280 PRO).

The experiment began with a short habituation phase that
included one presentation of each CS to reduce initial orienting
responses (data not reported). The first trial of each experimental
block was always a CS2 trial that was discarded from analysis to
account for initial orienting responses (or dishabituation) at the
start of each block (see also Schiller et al. 2010). The paradigm oc-
curred over 2 d (Table 1). On Day 1, subjects underwent a partial
reinforcement simple discriminatory fear conditioning procedure
(Acquisition) using three CSs: two colored squares (blue or green),
one paired with the shock (CSA), and one never paired with the
shock (CS2), and a tone paired with the shock (CSB, 500 Hz,
,70 decibels). The acquisition phase occurred over two blocks
(Acquisitions 1 and 2), and each block included six nonreinforced
trials of each CS, along with an additional four CSA and four CSB
trials paired with shock (40% CS–US pairing rate).

Following acquisition, both groups underwent an extinction
training phase. Extinction training occurred over two blocks
(Extinctions 1 and 2), and each block included 12 CSA and
13 CS2 trials in the absence of the US. The CSB (tone) was not
presented during Extinction 1, and this block was identical
for both groups. For the CTL group, the second block of extinction
(Extinction 2) was identical to Extinction 1 and included 12 CSA
and 13 CS2 trials. In contrast, the DE group received 12 com-
pound presentations of CSA/CSB (simultaneous 6-sec audio–
visual presentation) along with 13 CS2 trials during Extinction
2. Twenty-four hours later, subjects in both groups returned for
a test of spontaneous recovery. The spontaneous recovery test in-

cluded 12 CSA and 13 CS2 presentations in the absence of the US.
A test of reinstatement followed the spontaneous recovery test,
and involved three unsignaled shocks followed 15 sec later by
12 CSA and 13 CS2 presentations.

Each CS was presented for 6 sec followed by an 8-sec inter-
trial interval that included a crosshair on a blank background.
The color of CSA and CS2 were counterbalanced between subjects
as blue or green, and trial order was counterbalanced between sub-
jects. The presentation of each CS was pseudorandomized so that
no more than two of the same stimuli occurred in a row. Subjects
were not informed of the CS–US contingencies at any point of the
experiment, but were told to pay attention and try to learn the as-
sociation between the stimuli and the shock.

Subjects who did not show evidence of conditioning to CSA
and CSB during acquisition, extinction to CSA during Extinction
1, and extinction to CSA (for CTL) or CSA/CSB (for DE) during
Extinction 2 were excluded from all reported analyses. Successful
fear conditioning was defined as a mean SCR difference score of
CSA minus CS2 .0.1 microsiemens (mS), and CSB minus CS2

.0.1 mS. In addition, subjects exhibiting an SCR difference score

.0.1 mS on the last two trials of Extinctions 1 or 2 were removed
fromanalysis (Steinfurthet al. 2014).Thesecriteria ensured that re-
sults from spontaneous recovery focused exclusively on subjects
who evinced successful learning and extinction on Day 1.

The shock was a 200-msec electrical pulse delivered to the
right wrist using a Grass Technologies stimulator. Shocks were cal-
ibrated for each subject using an ascending staircase procedure to
reach a level deemed “highly uncomfortable, but not painful.”
SCRs were collected from the hypothenar eminence of the left
palmar surface (MP-100 BIOPAC system), and scored according
to criteria described in detail elsewhere (Dunsmoor et al. 2015).
SCRs were extracted using an automated software package
(Autonomate) executed in Matlab (Green et al. 2014). Analysis of
SCRs focused on early (first two) and late (last two) trials for
each block.

On each trial, subjects rated the likelihood of receiving the
shock using a three-alternative forced choice scale (1 ¼ no risk;
2 ¼moderate risk; 3 ¼ high risk), based on Lissek et al. (2008).
Due to an error in the Extinction two scripts, 18 subjects (7
from DE group) did not have their expectancy rating data record-
ed for that block. The x2 analysis reported below was carried with
the remaining subjects (DE: N ¼ 18; CTL: N ¼ 15).

Results from late Acquisition 2 SCRs using a two-way ANOVA
revealed a main effect of CS (F(2,98) ¼ 15.89, P , 0.001; Fig. 1), but
no effect of Group (P ¼ 0.29) and no CS × Group interaction (P ¼
0.93). As expected from our exclusionary criteria, the Tukey post
hoc showed heightened SCRs to CSA versus CS2 (P , 0.001)
and CSB versus CS2 (P , 0.001), with no difference between

Table 1. Experimental design

Group

Day 1 Day 2

Habituation
Acquisition

Block 1
Acquisition

Block 2
Extinction

Block 1
Extinction

Block 2
Spontaneous

recovery Reinstatement

Deepened extinction
(DE)

CSA (1) CSA (6)
CSA + US (4)

CSB (6)

CSA (6)
CSA + US (4)

CSB (6) CSA (12) CSA/CSB (12) CSA (12) CSA (12)
CSB (1) CSB + US (4) CSB + US (4)
CS2 (1) CS2 (6) CS2 (6) CS2 (13) CS2 (13) CS2 (13) CS2 (13)

Control extinction
(CTL)

CSA (1) CSA (6)
CSA + US (4)

CSB (6)

CSA (6)
CSA + US (4)

CSB (6) CSA (12) CSA (12) CSA (12) CSA (12)
CSB (1) CSB + US (4) CSB + US (4)
CS2 (1) CS2 (6) CS2 (6) CS2 (13) CS2 (13) CS2 (13) CS2 (13)

(CS) conditioned stimulus, (US) unconditioned stimulus.
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CSA and CSB (P ¼ 0.97), during late Acquisition 2. These results
confirm that both groups successfully acquired conditioned
SCRs to CSA and CSB.

In the following analyses, we used the conditioned response
(CR), defined as the mean differential SCR response (i.e., CSA mi-
nus CS2; or CSA/CSB minus CS2), to compare the groups (Fig. 2).
A two-way ANOVA with repeated measures comparing the con-
ditioned responses from late Acquisition 2, late Extinction 1,
and late Extinction 2 blocks revealed a significant main effect
of Block (F(2,98) ¼ 12.06, P , 0.001), but no effect of Group (P ¼
0.83) and no Group × Block interaction (P ¼ 0.33). The Tukey
post hoc showed a higher conditioned response in late
Acquisition 2 compared with late Extinction 1 (P , 0.001) and
late Extinction 2 (P , 0.001). These results confirm successful ex-
tinction of conditioned response by late trials of Extinctions 1 and
2 in both groups.

Animal studies on deepened extinction show that com-
pound stimulus presentation temporarily enhances conditioned
responding following CS alone extinction trials (Rescorla 2006;
Leung et al. 2012). We therefore compared the conditioned
responses from the first trial of Extinction 2 to address whether
compound stimulus extinction increased responding in the DE
versus the CTL group. Similar to animal studies, conditioned re-
sponses to compound stimuli presentation in the DE group
(mean+SE ¼ 0.731+0.145) were heightened compared with
continued CSA alone presentation in the CTL group (mean+

SE ¼ 0.252+0.139), as revealed by a t-test (t(49) ¼ 2.377, P ¼
0.021). Heightened conditioned responses to compound stimuli
suggest renewed anticipation for receiving the US, which is in ac-
cordance with associative learning models for deepening extinc-
tion (Rescorla 2006).

Spontaneous recovery on Day 2 was assessed by comparing
the conditioned response between late trials from Extinction 2
and early trials from Spontaneous Recovery. There was a main ef-
fect of Phase (F(1,49) ¼ 20.68, P , 0.001), and a Group × Phase in-
teraction (F(1,49) ¼ 8,43, P ¼ 0.006), but no main effect of Group
(P ¼ 0.33). The Tukey post hoc revealed higher conditioned re-
sponses in the CTL group versus the DE group during early

Spontaneous Recovery (P ¼ 0.050). Further, the CTL group
showed a higher conditioned response in the early Spontaneous
Recovery trials compared with the late Extinction 2 trials (P ,

0.001), whereas the DE group did not show any difference in con-
ditioned responses between these two time points (P ¼ 0.66).

Reinstatement was assessed in the same manner as spontane-
ous recovery. The ANOVA of conditioned responses from late the
Extinction 2 and early Reinstatement showed a main effect of
Phase (F(1,49) ¼ 6.020, P ¼ 0.049) accounting for a general higher
conditioned response in early Reinstatement compared with
Extinction 2, but there was no Group effect (P ¼ 0.283) or
Group × Phase interaction (P ¼ 0.854). Thus, deepened extinc-
tion did not affect reinstatement, despite its effect on spontane-
ous recovery (Fig. 2).

The analysis of the shock expectancy data examined associa-
tions (differential ratings) between groups and shock expectancy
categories using x2. During late Acquisition 2, there was no sig-
nificant association between group and shock expectancy for
CSA (x2

(2,N¼ 51) ¼ 0.377, P ¼ 0.865) or CSB (x2
(2,N¼ 49) ¼ 2.149,

P ¼ 0.391). Likewise, during Extinction there was no association
between groups and shock expectancy ratings of the CSA or
CSA/CSB compound (late Extinction 1: x2

(2,N¼ 51) ¼ 2.195, P ¼
0.346; late Extinction 2: x2

(2,N¼ 32) ¼ 3.441, P ¼ 0.236). In con-
trast, during early Spontaneous Recovery, the DE group was signif-
icantly associated with “no risk” in CSA ratings (x2

(2,N¼ 51) ¼

6.020, P ¼ 0.049), suggesting that deepened extinction resulted
in reduced shock expectancy as compared with standard extinc-
tion. During early reinstatement, there was no significant associa-
tion between group and shock expectancy ratings for CSA (x2

(2,N¼

51) ¼ 4.212, P ¼ 0.122).
The present results provide evidence that compound stimu-

lus extinction following CS alone extinction trials reduced 24-h
recovery of SCRs and shock expectancy in humans. According
to error-correction models of associative learning (Rescorla and
Wagner 1972), extinction to CSs alone followed by compound ex-
tinction decreases associative strength below the level achieved by
continued extinction to the CSs alone (Rescorla 2006). This result
is derived from the renewed expectation of the US built on the

Figure 1. Mean trial by trial skin conductance response of each CS (excluding the CSAs and CSBs paired with the shock) for both experimental groups
(CTL, upper, N ¼ 26, and DE, lower, N ¼ 25). Error bars represent standard error.
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summed residual associative strength of the extinguished CSs. In
this way, the increased prediction for the US contributes to the er-
ror term generated by the US omission. Despite the well predicted
increased extinction learning by compound extinction, fear re-
covery is not accounted in associative learning models (see
McConnell and Miller 2014), and the process by which deepened
extinction prevents fear recovery is not entirely clear.

Laboratory animal studies have detailed two methods by
which extinguished CSs can summate to increase expectation of
the US: extinguishing multiple CSs in isolation followed by com-
pound stimulus presentation (Hendry 1982), or extinguishing a
target CS alone followed by a compound of the extinguished
and nonextinguished CSs (Reberg 1972). Recently, Culver et al.
(2014) provided evidence of deepened extinction using the
Hendry (1982) method in human fear conditioning with an aver-
sive human scream as US. Associative learning accounts of deep-
ened extinction indicate that combining a target CS with a
nonextinguished CS should generate an even greater prediction
error, thereby contributing to further decreases in associative
strength for the target CS (Leung et al. 2012).

Animal studies of compound extinction provide evidence
that the technique not only reduces post-extinction recovery,
but converts the target CS to a net inhibitor that takes on the prop-
erties of a safety signal. For example, using the Reberg (1972)
method of combining an extinguished CS and nonextinguished
CS, Leung et al. (2012) showed that the target CS reduced CRs
when added with another fear conditioned CS (i.e., summation)
and impaired acquisition when combined with a novel CS (i.e., re-
tardation). Importantly, continued extinction to a CS in isolation
does not convert a CS into a net inhibitor with similar properties
(Leung et al. 2012). Thus, deepened extinction is an especially
powerful technique that appears to overcome some of the limits
to standard extinction, which is highly prone to relapse (Bouton
2002). Future research in humans should directly compare the
two methods of deepened extinction described here and else-
where, and investigate whether combining an extinguished and
nonextinguished CS during extinction converts the target into a
safety signal.

The present findings replicate and
extend evidence of deepened extinction
in humans (Culver et al. 2014). It is im-
portant to note, however, that earlier
fear extinction studies in humans found
the opposite effect of combining CSs dur-
ing extinction (Lovibond et al. 2000;
Vervliet et al. 2007). A critical distinction
between this and earlier studies is the use
of CS2 alone extinction prior to com-
pound extinction, allowing the target
CS to lose associative value on its own.
Additionally, the use of intermodal CSs
(auditory and visual) may have promot-
ed elemental, rather than configural,
processing of the cues. More specifically,
a potential issue of including a con-
current excitor is that subjects may
treat the compound as a new configural
cue, rather than a combination of two
elements (Pearce 1987), therefore pre-
venting extinction to the target CS. A
visual-auditory compound, following
CS2 alone trials, may have increased
the chance that subjects treated each ele-
ment of the compound independently,
leading to deepened, rather than im-
paired extinction learning.

Despite reduced spontaneous recovery following compound
extinction, we found no evidence of reduced reinstatement, in
contrast to a recent finding in humans (Culver et al. 2014). One
possible interpretation of the inconsistency between studies is
that reinstatement was tested here following spontaneous recov-
ery test. Therefore, subjects in both groups were re-extinguished
to the CS prior to reinstatement, limiting the opportunity to see
a selective effect of deepened extinction, per se. At a broader level,
however, contrary findings contribute to inconsistencies in the
human fear reinstatement literature (Haaker et al. 2014).
Reinstatement in humans is methodologically challenging for a
number of reasons, and one important factor that may determine
the effectiveness of reinstatement is the nature of the US (Haaker
et al. 2014). For instance, prior studies have shown electric shocks
to be rated as more unpleasant and induce larger CRs than a hu-
man scream US (Glenn et al. 2012), used in Culver et al. (2014).
Further, participants may habituate to an auditory US faster,
which may result in weaker conditioning that is less susceptible
to reinstatement effects.

One limitation of this—as well as other recent studies of
deepened extinction (Rescorla 2006; Kearns et al. 2012; Leung
et al. 2012)—is that the effect of compound extinction on the
nontarget CS (CSB) was not assessed. Future studies could also in-
corporate an additional control condition in which CSB has no
prior association with the US, in order to further clarify the role
of error-correction mechanisms putatively responsible for deep-
ened extinction. Finally, we used partial reinforcement in the pre-
sent study, but whether deepened extinction is sensitive to the
CS–US pairing rate at the time of initial learning should be
explored.

There is continued interest in innovative behavioral tech-
niques to prevent the return of fear, motivated in large part by
continued reliance on conditioning-based models of clinical anx-
iety (Mineka and Zinbarg 2006; Dymond et al. 2014; Kindt 2014).
The deepened extinction technique adds to the growing arsenal of
nonpharmacological techniques to improve upon standard mod-
els of extinction in humans, including extinction training during
the reconsolidation time window (Schiller et al. 2010; Agren

Figure 2. Effect of compound extinction of an extinguished CS on spontaneous recovery. Mean dif-
ferential SCR score (CSA or CSA/CSB minus CS2) during late Acquisition, late Extinction 1 and 2, early
Recall and early Reinstatement test of the experimental groups (CTL, N ¼ 26, and DE, N ¼ 25).
Acquisition in both groups was significantly higher than in both Extinction blocks. Spontaneous
Recovery was found in the CTL group but not in DE group, as shown by comparison of Recall with
Extinction 2. Error bars represent standard error, “∗” shows difference between CTL and DE groups,
P , 0.05, “∗∗” shows difference between Recall and Extinction 2 in the same group, P , 0.05, “#”
shows difference between Acquisition and Extinction, P , 0.01.
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2014), extinction under multiple contexts (Shiban et al. 2013;
Dunsmoor et al. 2014), and replacing the aversive US with a novel
nonaversive outcome (Dunsmoor et al. 2015). Adapting, and even
combining, these approaches from the laboratory into clinical
treatments could improve outcomes for therapies based on associ-
ative learning.
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